Pivotal role for glycogen synthase kinase–3 in hematopoietic stem cell homeostasis in mice
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Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) homeostasis depends on the balance between self renewal and lineage commitment, but what regulates this decision is not well understood. Using loss-of-function approaches in mice, we found that glycogen synthase kinase–3 (Gsk3) plays a pivotal role in controlling the decision between self renewal and differentiation of HSCs. Disruption of Gsk3 in BM transiently expanded phenotypic HSCs in a β-catenin–dependent manner, consistent with a role for Wnt signaling in HSC homeostasis. However, in assays of long-term HSC function, disruption of Gsk3 progressively depleted HSCs through activation of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). This long-term HSC depletion was prevented by mTOR inhibition and exacerbated by β-catenin knockout. Thus, GSK-3 regulated both Wnt and mTOR signaling in mouse HSCs, with these pathways promoting HSC self renewal and lineage commitment, respectively, such that inhibition of Gsk3 in the presence of rapamycin expanded the HSC pool in vivo. These findings identify unexpected functions for GSK-3 in mouse HSC homeostasis, suggest a therapeutic approach to expand HSCs in vivo using currently available medications that target GSK-3 and mTOR, and provide a compelling explanation for the clinically prevalent hematopoietic effects observed in individuals prescribed the GSK-3 inhibitor lithium.

Introduction

Stem cells possess the unique ability to self renew and differentiate into a diverse range of specialized cell types. HSCs have provided an important window into stem cell biology as well as a valuable clinical tool for treatment of hematopoietic malignancies and other disorders. However, the complex signaling network regulating the balance between HSC self renewal and differentiation is still not well understood.

One important regulator of HSC homeostasis is suggested by the highly prevalent clinical finding that therapeutic lithium increases circulating HSCs (as CD34+ cells; ref. 1) and peripheral blood counts (2–4) in greater than 90% of patients taking lithium and the laboratory findings that lithium also increases transplantable HSCs in mice (2, 3). Because lithium directly inhibits glycogen synthase kinase–3 (GSK-3; ref. 5), activating critical signaling pathways such as the Wnt and PI3K/PTEN/Akt pathways (6, 7), these clinical and laboratory observations implicate GSK-3 as an important regulator of HSC homeostasis (6, 8, 9). Support for this hypothesis comes from pharmacological studies showing that HSCs and hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs) are increased, and hematopoietic repopulation is enhanced, when BM transplant recipient mice are treated with alternative GSK-3 inhibitors (10–12). Furthermore, mouse ES cells treated with GSK-3 inhibitors maintain pluripotency (13, 14), and mouse ES cells lacking Gsk3a and Gsk3b maintain expression of markers of pluripotency under conditions that induce control ES cells to differentiate (15). These observations suggest a negative role for GSK-3 in ESC renewal. However, to our knowledge, Gsk3 loss of function in HSCs has not previously been performed, and the downstream pathways regulated by GSK-3 in HSCs have not yet been established.

Canonical Wnt signaling, which inhibits GSK-3 and thereby stabilizes β-catenin, plays a central role in the self renewal of diverse stem cell populations (13, 15–19). A role for Wnt signaling in hematopoiesis is supported by observations that Wnt ligands enhance proliferation of HSCs ex vivo (20–22) and that Wnt antagonists inhibit HSC proliferation and reconstitution (23, 24). In addition, overexpression of stabilized β-catenin promotes HSC self renewal and proliferation ex vivo under certain conditions (20–23, 25), and conditional deletion of β-catenin using yav-cre impairs HSC function in competitive repopulation assays (26). Furthermore, long-term reconstituting capacity in serial transplants is impaired in HSCs recovered from fetal liver of Wnt3a KO embryos (20–23, 25, 27) or from adults overexpressing the Wnt inhibitor Dkk in the hematopoietic niche (28), which suggests that Wnt signaling is required to maintain the long-term repopulating activity of HSCs.

However, there are conflicting reports on the requirement for Wnt/β-catenin signaling in basal hematopoiesis: conditional disruption of β-catenin and γ-catenin/plakoglobin in adult HSCs does not affect their ability to self renew and reconstitute hematopoietic lineages (24, 29, 30). In addition, although overexpression of stabilized β-catenin increases immunophenotypic HSCs, this is associated with a loss of repopulating activity and hematopoietic failure in vivo (31, 32), findings that appear incompatible with a positive role for β-catenin in hematopoiesis. A general conclusion from these apparently conflicting reports is that the role of Wnt signaling in hematopoiesis is complex and context dependent (18, 19). However, although the β-catenin loss-of-function studies suggest that canonical Wnt signaling is not essential for basal hematopoiesis in adults, they do not rule out a possible role for the Wnt/β-catenin pathway under nonbasal conditions and are still compatible with gain-of-function experiments in which the pathway is activated.
GSK-3 is also inhibited by Akt/PKB, which in turn requires the activity of PI3K and is antagonized by phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), a PI3 phosphatase. Loss of Pten transiently increases HSCs, which is followed by progressive HSC depletion, increased lineage commitment resembling myeloproliferative disorder, and acute leukemia (33, 34). This expansion and subsequent depletion in Pten KO HSCs is mediated through mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), as the phenotype is reversed by treatment with rapamycin (33), and a similar HSC phenotype is observed with KO of tuberous sclerosis complex 1 (Tsc1), a negative regulator of mTOR (35, 36). As GSK-3 is an indirect target of PTEN and antagonizes mTOR through phosphorylation of Tsc2 (37), inhibition of GSK-3 could mimic the hematopoietic phenotype of Pten and Tsc1 KOs.

Currently available pharmacological data from humans and mice suggest that GSK-3 is an important regulator of HSC homeostasis, but the pathways regulated by GSK-3 in HSCs have not been defined. Furthermore, Gsk3 loss of function in HSCs/HPCs has not previously been reported for either Gsk3a or Gsk3b, and this is an essential step to defining the role of Gsk3 within HSCs. In the present study, we found that knockdown of Gsk3a/b (hereafter, Gsk3 is used to refer to both genes) initially expanded the HSC-enriched pool of lineage sca-1+ c-kit+ (LSK) cells, similar to the effects of lithium and other GSK-3 inhibitors, and showed that this required endogenous β-catenin function. However, in assays of long-term stem cell function, Gsk3-deficient HSCs were progressively depleted, revealing an unexpected positive role for GSK-3 in the maintenance of HSC self renewal. Furthermore, our data suggest that GSK-3 functions downstream of PTEN to antagonize mTOR signaling in phenotypic HSCs (HSC-enriched LSK population) in addition to its role in antagonizing Wnt/β-catenin signaling. Based on these observations, we conclude that Gsk3 loss of function coupled with inhibition of mTOR expands phenotypic HSCs in vivo. These findings point to a critical role for GSK-3 in regulating the decision between self renewal and differentiation in HSCs.

**Results**

Gsk3 loss of function in hematopoietic cells. Therapeutic lithium increases the number of circulating CD34+ stem cells (1) in humans, increases peripheral blood counts, especially neutrophils, in a high percentage of treated patients, and enhances stem and progenitor cell numbers in rodents (2–4, 9, 38, 39). However, since these early studies were performed, immunophenotypic markers of HSCs and HPCs have become available (40). We therefore used flow cytometry...
We also observed a parallel increase in BM cellularity after treatment (FCM) on BM from lithium-treated mice (Supplemental Results; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI40572DS1) and found an increase in immunophenotypic HSCs/HPCs, as detected by LSK markers (ref. 40 and Supplemental Figure 1A) or by detection of the SLAM marker immunophenotype (CD150^+^CD48^-^) characteristic of HSCs (ref. 41 and data not shown). The selective GSK-3 inhibitor 6-bromoindirubin 3'-oxime (6BIO) also increased the number of LSK cells after 2 weeks (Supplemental Figure 1C), consistent with recent reports using 6BIO (11) or the GSK-3 inhibitor CHIR-911 (10). We also observed a parallel increase in BM cellularity after treatment with either lithium or 6BIO, with no observable change in BM architecture (Supplemental Figure 1B and data not shown). Lithium, 6BIO, AR-A014418, and other structurally distinct GSK-3 inhibitors also increased hematopoietic colony formation ex vivo (Supplemental Figure 1D).

The parallel effects of lithium and alternative GSK-3 inhibitors support the hypothesis that GSK-3 is a significant target of lithium in HSCs/HPCs and suggest a critical function for GSK-3 in hematopoiesis. However, results based on systemically delivered inhibitors do not address whether GSK-3 functions cell autonomously in HSCs/HPCs; in addition, off-target effects remain a formal possibility. As Gsk3 loss of function has not previously been reported in HSCs, we tested depletion of Gsk3 in BM cells using RNAi and conventional Gsk3^b^ KO (42). Two distinct shRNAs that target sequences conserved in both Gsk3^a^ and Gsk3^b^ were cloned into a lentivirus that also expresses GFP (43). Donor BM cells were infected with control or shRNA constructs (Gsk3^rnai^-C2 and Gsk3^rnai^-C4) and transplanted into lethally irradiated primary recipients. Peripheral blood was sampled at 4-week intervals for 20 weeks to confirm engraftment. After 8 weeks, a majority of peripheral blood cells in both Gsk3^rnai^- and control vector transplants were derived from GFP^+^ donor cells, including T cells (CD4^+^ and CD8^+^), B cells (B220^+^), myeloid cells (Gr1^-^CD11b^-^), and erythroid cells (TER119^+^), indicating successful engraftment and reconstitution (Figure 1A and data not shown). The contribution to the mature myeloid lineage, as marked by Gr1^-^CD11b^-^ cells, was increased at 8 and 12 weeks in hosts receiving Gsk3^rnai^-BM (Figure 1B), similar to known effects of lithium treatment (2–4, 9, 38, 39). GSK-3α and GSK-3β protein levels remained low in BM harvested from primary recipients 4 months after transplantation with both Gsk3^rnai^- vectors but not with control lentivirus (Figure 1C). Furthermore, β-catenin protein levels were elevated in Gsk3-depleted BM cells harvested from primary recipients of Gsk3^rnai^- cells (Figure 1C), consistent with reduced GSK-3-dependent phosphorylation and activation of Wnt signaling. Because subsequent results with the Gsk3^rnai^-C2 and Gsk3^rnai^-C4 constructs were similar, only data using the Gsk3^rnai^-C2 construct are shown.

Importantly, both percentage and number of immunophenotypic HSCs/HPCs increased greater than 4-fold in Gsk3^rnai^-transduced cells compared with control cells, as assessed by the increase in GFP^-^ LSK cells (Figure 1, D–F) as well as CD150^+^CD48^-^ cells (Figure 1G). Multiparametric FCM analysis of CD34 and flk-2 showed an increase in immunophenotypic short-term HSCs (ST-HSCs) and long-term HSCs (LT-HSCs; Figure 1E). The totalcellularity of the BM was only marginally increased (Supplemental Figure 2B), in contrast to the effect of the systemically delivered GSK-3 inhibitors (Supplemental Figure 1B). Furthermore, BM harvested at 4 months from primary transplants of Gsk3^rnai^-
transduced BM yielded greater than 4-fold more colonies in meth-
ycellulose culture than did control BM (Figure 1H).

To explore the mechanism by which Gsk3 depletion expands the size of the phenotypic HSC/HPC pool, we examined the cell cycle and survival status of GFP-marked LSK cells. GFP+ LSK or GFP+ LSK Flk2- cells were purified from control or Gsk3-rnai–transduced BM after 4–5 months in primary recipients and stained with pyro-
nin and Hoechst followed by FCM (44). Compared with controls, approximately 2-fold more Gsk3-depleted cells had entered the S/M/G2 phases of the cell cycle in both the GFP+ LSK and GFP+ LSK Flk2- populations (Figure 2A), demonstrating increased cycling of Gsk3-deficient LSK cells. Transplant recipients were also fed BrdU for 7 days prior to BM harvest. Incorporation of BrdU coupled with analysis of propidium iodide (PI) staining confirmed that Gsk3 depletion increased the percentage of LSK cells in S/M/ G2 more than 2-fold (Figure 2B). Annexin V staining in Gsk3-defi-
cient LSK cells was not significantly different from that of controls (Supplemental Figure 2A), indicating that the increase in LSK cells is not caused by a change in the rate of cell death. These data indi-
icate that loss of Gsk3 results in accelerated cell cycle progression
within the LSK cell population.

Functional HSCs are reduced in Gsk3-deficient BM. Because inhibi-
tion of GSK-3 activity or expression increased immunophenotypic
HSCs and HPCs and increased functional HPCs within the LSK

cell population, we measured competitive repopulating units (45)
as a functional test of HSCs in Gsk3-depleted versus control BM
(Table 1 and Figure 3). Control and Gsk3-rnai–infected BM was
transplanted to irradiated recipients and harvested after 4 months.
Sorted GFP+ cells were mixed at dilutions from 2 × 10^4 to 1 × 10^6
cells with a constant number (2 × 10^6) of GFP- recipient cells and
transplanted to lethally irradiated recipient mice. After another
4 months, BM was harvested, and chimerism was analyzed as the
percentage of GFP+ cells. Despite the increase in phenotypic HSCs
and HPCs observed in primary transplants, Gsk3-deficient cells
were less efficient in competitive reconstitution than were control
cells (Table 1 and Figure 3, B and C), with approximately 3-fold
fewer functional HSCs in the Gsk3-rnai group.

As a further test of LT-HSC function, we performed serial, non-
competitive transplantation to secondary and tertiary lethally
irradiated hosts. BM was harvested from primary recipients after 4
months, and 2 × 10^5 sorted GFP+ cells were transplanted into lethally
irradiated secondary recipients. Of recipients of Gsk3-depleted cells,
50% died within 1 month of transplantation, whereas 100% of vec-
tor control BM recipients survived (Figure 4A). All control recipi-
ents and surviving recipients of Gsk3-rnai–infected cells showed
long-term multilineage reconstitution with high levels of GFP+
donor cells contributing to multiple peripheral blood lineages
(data not shown) and BM. However, in contrast to primary recipi-
ents, BM harvested at 4 months from surviving Gsk3-rnai secondary
recipients did not show an increase in GFP+ LSK cells (Figure 4B) or
CD150+CD48- cells (data not shown), despite the higher number of
GFP+ LSK CD150+CD48- cells originally present in the Gsk3-rnai
donor BM (Figure 1, D and E). Reduction in GSK-3α and GSK-3β
protein was confirmed by Western blot of GFP+ BM cells harvested
from secondary recipients after 4 months (data not shown).

Analysis of CD34 and flk-2 further showed that immunopheno-
typic LT-HSCs were decreased in Gsk3-rnai secondary recipients,
and the increase in ST-HSCs (LSK Flk2+CD34+) was attenuated
(approximately 2-fold; Figure 4, C and D) compared with that in
primary recipients (Figure 1E). Similarly, colony formation was
reduced 2-fold in secondary recipients of Gsk3-rnai compared
with vector control (Figure 4E). Furthermore, the proportion of
granulocyte-monocyte progenitor cells in the GFP+ population
increased, while the percentage of common lymphoid progenitor
cells decreased significantly (Figure 4F). These observations sug-
gest that Gsk3 is required for the maintenance of LT-HSCs and that
prolonged loss of GSK-3 activity may promote exit of HSCs from
the stem cell pool. To extend this analysis, we transplanted GFP+
cells recovered from secondary recipients to lethally irradiated

---

**Table 1**

Functional HSCs are reduced by Gsk3-rnai in competitive repop-
ulation assay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. donor cells</th>
<th>Vector control</th>
<th>Gsk3-rnai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 × 10^5</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 × 10^6</td>
<td>9/12</td>
<td>3/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 × 10^6</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 × 10^7</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cohorts of lethally irradiated mice were transplanted with the indicated numbers of GFP+ vector control (H1UG) or Gsk3-rnai–transduced BM cells combined with 2 × 10^5 host-derived BM cells. The percentage of donor-derived cells in BM was analyzed 16 weeks after reconstitution; greater than 1% donor-derived cells was considered positive engraf-
ment. Values show number of mice with positive engraftment/total mice transplanted. Data from the 1 × 10^6 test cell group are also shown in
Figure 3, B and C. The frequency of long-term competitive repopu-
lation units was calculated using Poisson statistics: vector control
reconstitution frequency, 1:73,000 (95% confidence interval, 1:54,000–
1:100,000); Gsk3-rnai reconstitution frequency, 1:200,000 (95% confi-
dence interval, 1:150,000–1:270,000).
tertiary recipients; 12 of 20 mice receiving Gsk3-depleted BM died within 4 months (Figure 4G). LSK cells were reduced 3- to 4-fold in Gsk3-depleted BM in surviving tertiary recipients (Figure 4H), and this marked reduction in HSCs was confirmed by the reduced level of CD150+ cells (data not shown). These data indicate that loss of Gsk3 leads to a progressive decline in HSC function and/or number in the course of long-term serial transplantation. This apparent positive function of Gsk3 in HSC maintenance was further supported by serial transplantation of HSCs from Gsk3b KO mice (see below).

Role of Wnt/β-catenin signaling in response to Gsk3 knockdown. Gsk3 loss-of-function mutations result in stabilization of β-catenin protein and constitutive activation of Wnt signaling (15, 46). Thus, the effects of Gsk3 inhibitors or Gsk3 depletion in HSCs/HPCs could be mediated by activation of downstream Wnt signaling. Wnt signaling is active in HSCs under basal conditions (10, 11, 23, 28) and is further activated in HSCs isolated from lithium-treated Batgal (47) reporter mice (data not shown). Furthermore, β-catenin protein levels were persistently elevated in Gsk3-mai-infected BM cells (Figure 1C), which suggests that downstream Wnt signaling is activated in these Gsk3-depleted cells.

Although the requirement for Wnt signaling in basal hematopoiesis remains controversial, activation of Wnt signaling can enhance HSC self renewal and HPC function in vivo and ex vivo (10, 11, 20–23, 25). We therefore tested whether Gsk3 depletion on hematopoiesis using a conditional β-catenin loss-of-function allele (β-cateninlo/lo) crossed to interferon-inducible Mx-cre mice (29). Cre was induced in Mx-cre;β-cateninlo/lo mice with polynosine-polycytidine (polyI:polyC), and BM was harvested and infected with control or Gsk3-mai lentivirus. After infection, cells were transplanted to lethally irradiated hosts, and after 4 months, BM from these primary recipients was harvested and analyzed by FCM. Depletion of Gsk3 increased the number of GFP+ LSK cells (as well as CD150−CD48− cells) derived from WT hosts, and loss of β-catenin blocked this effect in primary recipients (Figure 5A). In addition, β-cateninlo/lo conditional KO (CKO) blocked the increase in colony formation observed in Gsk3-mai/β-catenin+/− BM (compare Supplemental Figures 4 and 5).
Figure 5  β-catenin is required for the increase in HSCs/HPCs induced by Gsk3-rna.i. (A) BM cells were harvested from Mx-Cre;β-cateninfl/fl mice with or without injection of polyI:polyC for 14 days, transduced with control or Gsk3-rna.i carrying lentivirus, and transplanted into lethally irradiated recipient mice. After 4 months, percentage and absolute number of HSC-containing LSK fraction were compared among the 4 groups. (B) BM cells were harvested at 4 months from primary recipients of WT and Mx-Cre;β-cateninfl/fl mice transduced with vector control or Gsk3-rna.i lentivirus (from primary recipient mice in A) and transplanted into lethally irradiated secondary hosts. After 4 months, percentage and absolute number of HSC-containing LSK fraction were compared among the 4 groups. (C) Summary of serial transplantation data in WT versus β-catenin CKO mice. Shown is fold change in GFP+ LSK cells in recipients of Gsk3-depleted BM normalized to vector control, for otherwise WT primary, secondary, and tertiary recipients as well as for primary and secondary β-catenin CKO recipients. Survival in tertiary recipients of Gsk3/β-catenin–deficient BM was too low for statistical significance. *P < 0.05.
We then treated secondary recipients of Gsk3-rnai and control BM with rapamycin, as this prevents HSC depletion in Pten KOs (33). Rapamycin restored the LSK population in secondary recipients of Gsk3-depleted BM, with a 3- to 4-fold increase in LSK cells compared with vehicle-injected controls (Figure 6, E and F), which suggests that Gsk3 depletion increases the HSC population above baseline, perhaps through activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling in the absence of the antagonistic influence of mTOR signaling in HSCs. Colony formation also increased 2- to 3-fold in BM harvested from rapamycin-treated +/– Gsk3-rnai (Figure 6D), raising the possibility that Gsk3-rnai-depleted BM, with a 3- to 4-fold increase in LSK cells (2 × 10⁶) from primary recipients of control or Gsk3-rnai were transplanted into 10 irradiated recipients per group. After 1.5–2 months, secondary recipients were injected with rapamycin or vehicle every other day for 8 weeks. Percent GFP⁺ LSK cells was compared among the 4 groups. (F) Absolute number of GFP⁺ LSK cells as in E. (G) Colony formation with sorted GFP⁺ cells from control or rapamycin-treated secondary recipients in E–G. Shown is control vector BM from secondary recipients treated with vehicle or rapamycin and Gsk3-rnai-depleted BM from secondary recipients treated with vehicle or rapamycin transplanted to lethally irradiated tertiary recipients. *P < 0.05.

Although Gsk3a and Gsk3b are structurally similar and are clearly redundant in Wnt signaling (15), the 2 genes are not redundant in all contexts (42, 48). To test the specific role of Gsk3b in HSC maintenance, we performed transplants with hematopoietic cells derived from Gsk3b–/– embryos, which express WT levels of Gsk3a. Homozygous loss of Gsk3b in mice is lethal between 15 and 18 days of gestation (42). We therefore harvested fetal liver cells from E17.5 WT, Gsk3b–/–, and Gsk3b–/– embryos and transplanted them into lethally irradiated adult mice. After 4 months, recipients of WT, Gsk3b–/–, and Gsk3b–/– BM showed long-term multilineage reconstitution derived from donor cells (Figure 7, A and B). However, there was no significant increase in the percentage or absolute number of LSK or CD150⁺ HSCs compared with WT, Gsk3b–/–, and Gsk3b–/– BM recipients, demonstrating that Gsk3b is a specific target of PI3K/PTEN regulation in HSCs.

**Figure 6**

Increased HSCs/HPCs in rapamycin-treated recipients of Gsk3-depleted BM. (A) BM was harvested from Mx-Cre; β-cateninflo mice treated with or without polyI:polyC, transduced with control or Gsk3-rnai lentivirus, and transplanted into irradiated recipients. After 4 months, GFP⁺ cells were sorted (pooled from 5 mice per group), and phospho–ribosomal protein S6 (p-S6) was detected in cell lysates by immunoblot. (B) Flow cytometric detection of phospho–ribosomal protein S6 with BM cells in A. (C) Irradiated mice were reconstituted with BM transduced with control vector or Pten-rnai. After 4 months, phospho–GSK-3 and phospho–ribosomal protein S6 were assessed in GFP⁺ cells by immunoblot. (D) NIH3T3 cells were infected for 3 days with control or Pten-rnai lentivirus, and phospho–GSK-3α/β in control and Pten-depleted cells was detected by immunoblot. (E) Noncompetitive serial transplants. GFP⁺ cells (2 × 10⁶) from primary recipients of control or Gsk3-rnai were transplanted into 10 irradiated recipients per group. After 1.5–2 months, secondary recipients were injected with rapamycin or vehicle every other day for 8 weeks. Percent GFP⁺ LSK cells was compared among the 4 groups. (F) Absolute number of GFP⁺ LSK cells as in E. (G) Colony formation with sorted GFP⁺ cells from control or rapamycin-treated secondary recipients in E–G. Shown is control vector BM from secondary recipients treated with vehicle or rapamycin and Gsk3-rnai-depleted BM from secondary recipients treated with vehicle or rapamycin transplanted to lethally irradiated tertiary recipients. *P < 0.05.
which suggests that Gsk3β regulates HSC homeostasis through a Wnt/β-catenin–independent pathway that becomes evident in secondary transplants and is not compensated for by Gsk3α. Although the respective roles of Gsk3α and Gsk3β may differ in fetal versus adult HSCs, these observations, taken together with the selective phosphorylation of GSK-3β when Pten expression is reduced in hematopoietic cells (or in fibroblasts), suggest that GSK-3β is a selective target of PTEN-regulated pathways and is required for the maintenance of HSC self-renewal.

**Discussion**

The data presented here demonstrate an essential role for Gsk3 in the maintenance of LT-HSCs. Gsk3 loss of function phenocopies Pten and Tsc1 mutations in HSCs/HPCs, supporting the hypothesis that GSK-3 functions downstream of PTEN to suppress mTOR-dependent HSC activation and lineage commitment. However, inhibition of GSK-3 also stabilizes β-catenin within HSCs/HPCs to induce a β-catenin–dependent increase in phenotypic HSCs, and β-catenin KO accelerates the loss of LT-HSCs in Gsk3-depleted BM, consistent with prior reports with activators of Wnt signaling (20–23, 25, 28). Thus, Gsk3 functions in at least 2 apparently opposing processes within HSCs/HPCs (Figure 8). These observations indicate that Gsk3 plays an essential role in regulating the balance between self-renewal and lineage commitment in HSCs. These observations also support the hypothesis that the highly prevalent effects of lithium on hematopoiesis in bipolar patients are mediated by inhibition of GSK-3 and suggest a therapeutic approach, using currently approved GSK-3 and mTOR inhibitors, to expand HSCs in vivo.

**Figure 7**

Gsk3β KO depletes HSCs in serial BM transplants. Noncompetitive serial transplants were performed by transplanting 4 × 10^6 fetal liver cells (CD45.2) from E17.5 WT, Gsk3β−/−, and Gsk3β−/− embryos into lethally irradiated recipient mice (CD45.1). (A and B) Reconstitution of peripheral blood, including B cells (B220+), T cells (CD3+), and myeloid cells (Mac-1+GR-1+), in primary (A) and secondary (B) recipients of WT, Gsk3β−/−, and Gsk3β−/− fetal liver cells. Secondary transplants were performed after 16 weeks of engraftment by pooling BM from 3–4 reconstituted primary recipients to transplant 4 × 10^6 whole BM cells into lethally irradiated CD45.1 secondary recipients (10 hosts per genotype). (C and D) Percentage of LSK cells in CD45.2+ BM was compared among recipients of WT, Gsk3β−/−, and Gsk3β−/− fetal liver cells in primary (C) and secondary (D) hosts. *P < 0.05.
GSK-3 functions in 2 major pathways to regulate HSC self renewal and lineage commitment. Inhibition of GSK-3 activates Wnt and mTOR signaling. In the canonical Wnt pathway, GSK-3 and β-catenin bind to the Axin complex, along with APC. GSK-3 phosphorylates β-catenin, targeting it for rapid destruction. Wnt binding to the Fz/Lrp receptor complex causes inhibition of GSK-3, which in turn stabilizes β-catenin and activates Wnt target genes that promote progenitor proliferation and self renewal. In PI3K/PTEN-regulated pathways, growth factors (GFs) bind to surface receptors and activate PI3K, leading to activation of Akt, whereas PTEN inhibits activation of Akt. Once activated, Akt phosphorylates and inhibits GSK-3. GSK-3 phosphorylates Tsc2, inhibiting the mTOR pathway. Thus, inhibition of GSK-3 activates mTOR and promotes proliferation and exit from the LT-HSC pool. Inhibition of GSK-3 thus activates distinct downstream signaling pathways that have opposing functions in HSC renewal and differentiation.

We found that β-catenin was required for the initial increase in phenotypic HSCs/HPCs in response to Gsk3 inhibition and for the maintenance of Gsk3-depleted HSCs in long-term transplant assays. These observations are consistent with previous studies showing that activation of canonical Wnt signaling can promote HSC self renewal and proliferation ex vivo (20–23, 25, 28). Although basal hematopoiesis was unaffected when β-catenin was deleted in adult BM, consistent with previous reports (29, 30), inhibition of Gsk3 can be considered a Wnt gain of function. The issue of whether canonical Wnt signaling is required for basal HSC homeostasis remains controversial (18, 19). A recent report showed that canonical Wnt signaling can function in HSCs in the absence of β-catenin (24), which suggests that loss of β-catenin does not necessarily block all Wnt signaling. In addition, conditional deletion of β-catenin with cre recombinase driven by the vav promoter impairs LT-HSC self renewal (26). As Wnt expression begins in utero, whereas Mx-cre was used to delete β-catenin in adult BM (present study and refs. 29, 30), a reasonable explanation for these differences is that the role of Wnt/β-catenin signaling in basal hematopoiesis depends on the developmental context. In support of an early requirement for Wnt signaling in developing HSCs, long-term reconstituting capacity in serial transplantations is impaired in HSCs recovered from fetal liver of Wnt3a KO embryos (27).

Lithium’s effects on hematopoiesis have been known for decades and affect more than 90% of patients taking it, yet to our knowledge, the mechanism of lithium action in this setting had not previously been defined. Plausible targets of lithium in addition to GSK-3 include inositol monophosphatase, which may indirectly regulate inositol trisphosphate signaling, and related phosphomonoesterases that play important roles in cell metabolism (50, 51). Therefore, a priori, it should not be considered obvious that GSK-3 is the biologically relevant target of lithium in HSCs, and it is essential to validate GSK-3 as the target in this setting. In support of this hypothesis, structurally diverse GSK-3 inhibitors mimicked lithium effects on the HSC pool and on progenitor cells (Supplemental Figure 1 and refs. 10–12). Importantly, we show here, for the first time to our knowledge, that depletion of Gsk3a and Gsk3b mimics lithium action in HSCs and HPCs as well as more differentiated myeloid cells. Although these observations suggest that targeting GSK-3 may be a fruitful approach to treating hypoproliferative hematopoietic disorders, the reduction in LT-HSCs with Gsk3 loss of function suggests this should be approached with caution. Lithium has, in fact, been tested in clinical trials to enhance hematopoietic recovery after myelosuppressive chemotherapy, but this approach has not seen wide use, perhaps in part because of the risk of lithium side effects in already critically ill patients, but also because of limited success in restoring hematopoiesis in patients with reduced numbers of HSCs. It is also possible that the β-catenin–dependent increase in HSCs in response to lithium is offset by activation of mTOR and exit from the HSC pool, which would be consistent with the increase in more differentiated hematopoietic cells (especially those of myeloid lineage) commonly observed with lithium. In this case, we suggest that the combination of lithium and rapamycin, both now in wide clinical use, might achieve a more marked and durable increase in HSCs.

In summary, we have provided evidence for dual functions of GSK-3 within hematopoietic cells. GSK-3 antagonizes the canonical Wnt pathway, and we showed here that inhibition of GSK-3 activated the pathway to enhance HSC self renewal. This response to GSK-3 inhibition required β-catenin, as phenotypic HSCs were reduced in β-catenin CKO BM in both primary and secondary transplant recipients of Gsk3-depleted BM. GSK-3 also antagonizes mTOR signaling, and we showed that inhibition of Gsk3 either by RNAi or by conventional gene KO activated mTOR (similar to Pten or Tsc1 KOs) and led to activation of HSCs, with an initial expansion of LSK cells followed by dramatic depletion of HSCs (as assessed by long-term reconstitution assays). That this was successfully prevented by treatment with rapamycin raises the intriguing possibility that the combination of lithium and rapamycin could be used to expand HSCs either in vivo or ex vivo in HSC transplants and in the therapy of hypoproliferative hematologic diseases.
**Methods**

*Mice.* C57BL/6 WT (CD45.2), CD45.1 congenic (The Jackson Laboratory), and *Mx-cre*; *catenin*β2 mice were bred in house in a pathogen-free mouse facility of the University of Pennsylvania. Transplant recipient females were born to female mice 10–12 weeks old. All work with mice was done according to a protocol reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Pennsylvania.

*Flow cytometry.* Cells were lysed in ACK buffer, and the remaining cells were stained with directly conjugated antibodies to lineage markers, including B220 (6B2), Mac-1 (M1/70), CD4 (L3T4), CD8 (Ly-3), and Gr-1 (8C5) to monitor engraftment by FCM. Blood and BM were analyzed 16 weeks after transplantation. The number of competitive repopulation units was calculated with L-Calc software (Stem-Cell Technologies; refs. 44, 54).

*Methylcellulose culture.* Sorted GFP+ BM cells were plated in individual wells of 6-well plates (Corning) containing 550 μl 1% methylcellulose (Stem Cell Technologies) as previously described (10, 34). The methylcellulose was supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco; Invitrogen), 50 ng/ml SCF, 10 ng/ml IL-3, 10 ng/ml IL-6, and 3 U/ml erythropoietin. Colonies were incubated at 37°C in humidified incubators at 5% CO2. Colony formation was scored by counting all colonies of greater than 30 viable cells after 10–14 days of culture.

*Administration of polyI:polyC and rapamycin.* As described previously (29), polyI:polyC (Sigma-Aldrich) was resuspended in Dulbecco PBS at 2 mg/ml. Mice received 25 μg/g polyI:polyC every other day for 2 weeks. Rapamycin (LC Laboratories) was dissolved in absolute ethanol at 10 mg/ml and diluted in 5% Tween-80 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 5% PEG-400 (Hampton Research) before injection and was administered by intraperitoneal injection at 4 mg/kg rapamycin in 200 μl total volume/injection every other day for 8 weeks.

*Statistics.* All data are mean ± SD. Statistical significance was determined by a 2-tailed Student’s *t* test, and a *P* value less than 0.05 was considered significant.
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